
the trap

1. Noun

2. Adjective

3. Verb - Past Tense

4. Adjective
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the trap

I blew the candles out as everyone screamed make a wish I did what they told me, but I never thought it would

come true, at 1:00 the Noun finished, and I had a Adjective feeling in my belly. It felt like

something was happing inside me that I never thought it would happen. I decided to go to bed really early that

night, because I did not have anything else to do. I first was excited about the feeling but then I knew something

horrible would happen the next day.

I was fast asleep, until I bumped my head I had no clue how that happened, so I decided to look up, and it was

the celling I thought I must be dreaming but when I looked down I had know clue what to do. I realized that that

was the feeling and so I was relieved that it was not something worse.so I shut my eyes for a very long time with

relief but then when I opened them I was wrong.

I Verb - Past Tense my eyes, and then I was in a different world, or room I quickly looked around to see

what habit I was in, but then I realised I was in a rain forest because there was a water fall across some rocks I

went towards the water fall and even closer, I found that I was attracted to it as I moved closer and closer

without control. then I was feeling water all of my face I shut my eyes as the loud crash of water went over my

head it stopped and I looked up. To see the most unexpected sight I lifted myself out of the water and went onto

the cold stones. I was about to take some of the shinny gold I was about to grab some but then I heard a voice.

I hesitated then I heard the voice again do not take the gold and then I left and some how I got transported back

to then normal world. I ran all the way to my best friends house and told her to hold my hand and I will take you

to



a world or a macial place so I closed my eyes again and then together we went there. We ran across the water I

don't really think that is possible but somehow we did.

I showed her in the cave with the Adjective gold she could hardly believe it, but then I told her not take

any. But obviously she was going to I left her as I went to look around to discover something and see any clues

how I got here. then I saw something a glowing light what could it be I went closer to find this mysterious light

but then I felt a pull on my leg I looked underneath me and there was nothing.

I kept on walking and I was thinking how this cave had know end I decided to go back to my friend so I turned

around then I realised that this was not only a mysterious cave It is a magical cave I had know clue what passage

to turn into. So I decided to yell my friend her name is Lisa, Lisa I yelled I turned and turned around not

knowing what to do, and then I fell I fell and I kept on falling.

I was tumbling and turning and thinking about my best friend and wondering if she took the gold, and this is

why it is happening to me kept on falling, and wondering if I would ever stop. The whole, or trap was pitch

black until it suddenly came to a stop. I was curious how I just landed on my feet without any impact.

I felt around the wall to see If there was an exit, then I stopped and sat down because there was no hope, no exit,

no light, just darkness I stared to cry, I lent my back onto the wall and I was sure that the wall moved I turned

around, and pushed harder, and harder on it. Until it opened a tiny bit then I ran up to it and knocked the whole

door down it lead throw to a little cave I had know choice expect to follow it.

I walked through the tunnel not knowing what else to do I put my hands out to see if I was going to bump into a

wall, I kept on walking feeling the rocks all over my hands, I kept on walking, and walking and thinking about

Lisa



what would she be doing are we both trapped in here or is she trapped in here, and if I find I way can I leave. I

found myself in another dead end I felt my hands on the floor and then I move them all over the wall I screamed

my leg had fallen through a crack I put my hand on the floor.

I had know clue what I could do I was thinking that it might be an exit so I throw my down and it made even a

bigger hole then I took my leg out and looked down, and then I felt some one grab my legs and they lifted them

up and I fell face forward down the tunnel. While I was in the middle of the air my body somehow flipped like

last time, and landed stait on my feet.i had no clue what had just happened, I could not even move my leg hurt so

much.

I suddenly saw some light growing bigger and bigger was it an exit would I suddenly be free from this horribile

adventure I tried to pick myself off the ground but I could not, with my hands I pulled myself towards the light I

felt my hands with cuts going along stones. I kept on moveing closer and closer to my doom or the best thing of

my life!

I smelt somthing damp in the air then I felt soft grass I was free I went back on the water and finally came home?
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